SESSION: Introduction to the history and conservation of the Non-Catholic Cemetery

INSTRUCTOR: Amanda Thursfield

TIME: Friday, 19th April/ 11:30 – 13:00 (1.5 hours)

SESSION OUTLINE

ABSTRACT
A short introduction to the history and management of the Non-Catholic Cemetery combined with a section on conservation issues in preparation for the work that will be carried out on the site during the course and the practical sessions scheduled for June.

OBJECTIVES
• to make participants more aware of the context in which they will be doing their practicals
• to enhance awareness of the practical problems of running the site and the regulations for those working there
• to introduce ourselves to the staff and students on the course
• to get to know the participants better

CONTENT OUTLINE
• origins; name; size; people buried; management
• conservation issues; problems of site; challenges; history, present policy

READINGS
